Potential Mechatronic Football customers/stakeholders and related information.

The following three individuals are professionals and ND alums. They are the entrepreneurs behind the concept of an Intercollegiate Mechatronic Football competition and served as the commissioners for the first game that was played at ND last spring.

William Hederman – whederman@netzero.net
Vincent Cushing – vcushing@cleanurbanenergy.com
Skip Horvath – Skip.Horvath@NGSA.org

The following individuals participated in ND’s first mechatronic football game last spring as student designers and have indicated to Dr. Stanisic that they would be willing to provide insight and share their experiences with students working on the project this year.

Colin Heye – colin.r.heyegmail.com
Rick Hellfrich – mtbeall@gmail.com
Todd Henkel – todd.g.henkel@gmail.com
Will McCloud – Wmcleod@nd.edu
David Schaller – dschalle@alumni.nd.edu
Keith Creasy – kcreasy3@gmail.com
Maura Galbraith – Maura.C.Galbraith.2@nd.edu
Luke Nakatsukasa –
http://www.linkedin.com/in/lukenakatsukasa

Claire VerHulst
http://www.facebook.com/people/Claire–VerHulst/5612543

Patrick Voll – pvoll@nd.edu
Video clips from the first ND mechatronic football game and a passing demonstration video can be found at:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDSq6EABxSU

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xqtbqyKh2M&feature=relatedpart3

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5ux0d9OzAw&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJqXRF-zfK8&feature=related

Your are advised to watch in high definition, so you have a chance to see the ball.